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Abstract

Radiometric terrain correction consists of normalising a SAR image for well-understood backscatter contribu-
tions in order to amplify less easily apparent influences (e.g. thematic land cover variance). A rigorous model-
ling of the SAR image formation process includes consideration of how foreshortening and layover create ambi

-

guity when connecting map geometry grid points to and from counterparts in radar geometry (slant or ground
range vs. azimuth).  A radar amplitude image simulation is formed by iterating through a facetted DEM, calcu

-

lating the accumulated illuminated area at every range and azimuth coordinate in radar geometry. We show how
DEM-based image simulations gain further realism by incorporating knowledge of the SAR antenna's elevation
an-tenna gain pattern (AGP). Although typical AGP corrections assume an ellipsoidal Earth, the AGP is actually
draped upon the Earth's terrain.  We quantify differences between estimates of local antenna gain and illuminated
area performed using (a) the typical ellipsoid assumption, (b) a DEM.  We demonstrate application of local an-
tenna gain knowledge within the image simulation process using ENVISAT ASAR images acquired over Swit-
zerland. We introduce a weighted resolution approach for robust combination of multiple radiometrically normal-
ised terrain geocoded backscatter maps.

1  Introduction
Radiometric terrain correction is broadly applicable to
all SAR sensors, but provides the greatest benefit to
radars with elevation beam steering (variable incidence
angle) such as RADARSAT-1 and ENVISAT ASAR.
Through normalisation of backscatter for the specifics
of individual viewing geometries, it enables easier
"multimode" inter-comparison between geocoded ter-
rain corrected (GTC) images acquired at differing in-
cidence angles, also ascending and descending passes.

1.1 Radar Equation
The radar equation relates the power of the transmitted
pulse 
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Pt  to the average received power 
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Pr  [13]:
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where λ is the radar wavelength, G2 the two-way an

-

tenna gain, R slant range, and σ0 the backscattering
coefficient.  Having no digital elevation model avail-
able, most SAR processors assume no variation of
antenna gain within the illuminated area, treating it as
locally constant. The radar brightness β0 is usually
normalised for the local area, either on the ground Ag

(σ0), or projected into the incident plane Ai (γ0) [12].
The simplifying assumption that the local DEM slope
alone determines the illuminated area associated with
GTC backscatter values is usually made, allowing use
of the approximations listed in Table 1. This simpli-
fying approximation, though widespread [1][3][5][6],
is not without disadvantage, as it fails to account for
foreshortening, layover, and shadow.  The need for
more robust models of variations in illuminated area

within SAR images has been documented in [2][8][9].
Such models must take into account the non-
homomorphic nature of the relationship between the
range-Doppler geometry of SAR images and that of a
map projection.  A central point is recognition that
terrain variations cause multiple DEM grid points to
coincide at a single radar geometry grid location, and
vice-versa.

1.2 ASAR Radiometric Calibration
The radar brightness β0 is derived from ESA’s ASAR
level 1 IMS products as follows (adapted from [7]):
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where DNi,j
2 is the sum of the squares of the complex

image sample values at range location i and azimuth
location j, and K is an absolute calibration constant.
The two-way elevation antenna pattern G(ηi , j)

2 varies
as a function of off-nadir angle ηi , j. The range spread-
ing loss is described in the final term as a function of
slant range Ri,j in comparison to a constant reference
value Rref.

Definition Approximate
Local Geometry

Widespread
Approximation
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Table 1 Definitions and simplifying approxima

-

tions for radar backscatter 
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β 0,  σ 0,  γ 0



1.3 Elevation Antenna Gain Pattern
Typical AGP radiometric corrections model the off-
nadir angle 

€ 

η  using an ellipsoidal Earth without ter-
rain variations. However, the AGP is actually draped
upon the Earth's rolling terrain:  errors in the estima-
tion of 

€ 

η  cause radiometric errors given both steep
Earth terrain and a strong slope on the edge of the
AGP [4].  Although not significant for the ERS case
[11], radiometric errors can be more significant for the
Envisat ASAR sensor. ASAR elevation AGP’s are
stored in external calibration (XCA) files referenced
by the processor during internal calibration [7].
Variation of antenna gain with off-nadir angle is
shown for beams IS1-IS7 (HH pol.) in Fig. 1. Beams
IS1, IS3, IS5, and IS7 are plotted with solid lines,
beams IS2, IS4 and IS6 with dashed lines.  Errors in
estimation of the actual 

€ 

η  angle for each imaged tar-
get cause radiometric errors in the backscatter image,
particularly around beam edges where sensitivity is
strongest.

Fig. 1 ASAR Elevation Two-way Antenna Gain vs.
Off-nadir Angle, IS1-IS7 HH Polarisation

(a) Multi-look Detected IMS (b) Image Simulation (c) Normalised Backscatter

(b1) Local Antenna Gain (b2) Local Illuminated Area (b3) Range Spreading Loss

Fig. 2 Radiometric Terrain Correction via SAR Image Simulation for ASAR IMS Image from Orbit 7505,
Beam IS4, HH polarisation – (a) Uncalibrated input image, (b1) AGP draped on DEM: not calculated for
areas in radar shadow (black mask), (b2) Local illuminated area, (b3) Range spreading loss, (b) Compos-
ite image simulation incorporating local antenna gain, area, and range spreading loss components, (c)
Normalised backscatter image (slant range)



2 Simulation-based Normalisation

2.1 Method
Our proposed normalisation technique explicitly per-
forms the integral within the radar equation, summing
all DEM-grid contributions of local illuminated area
to each (range, azimuth) grid cell.  During this inte-
gration process, the locally appropriate antenna gain
and range spreading loss modifiers are applied.  The
process is summarised in Fig. 2.  The detected multi-
looked ASAR IMS image to be normalised is shown
in Fig. 2(a).  Local antenna gain was simulated using
a 25m resolution reference DEM, and is shown in
(b1), the sum of illuminated area in (b2), and range
spreading loss in (b3). All three are estimated for each
DEM grid location, and are shown here in radar ge-
ometry for illustrative purposes only – shadowed ar-
eas are immediately excluded (hence the visible
masks).  The three influences merge to generate the
image simulation (b), used to normalise [10] the
original image (a), producing the corrected backscatter
image (c). Once it has been terrain-geocoded, this
normalised image may be labelled “radiometrically
terrain corrected” (RTC). Both geometry and radiome

-

try have been normalised.

2.2 Antenna Gain Terrain Radiometry
Using the simulation technique described above, we
conducted experiments to isolate radiometric errors
due to misestimation of local antenna gain and illu-
minated area when no DEM is available.  We simu-
lated the local illuminated area and antenna gain first
using a 25m resolution DEM, then using an ellipsoid
model. The differences between the two outputs illus-
trate the radiometric errors that result when height
variation is neglected. We performed the experiment
for IS1, IS4, and IS7 ASAR geometries over the
Zürich-Lucerne area in Switzerland.  Local antenna
gain terrain-induced differences are shown in Fig. 3.
Estimates are not made for areas in radar shadow -

hence the black mask in Alpine areas.  Large errors are
visible particularly in the near range of the IS1 beam,
and in both near and far range for IS7. The extent of
the estimated errors is summarised in Table 2. Note
that although errors in local antenna gain estimation
are significant, the radiometric effects of inaccurate
local area estimates are even larger for all beams.
The largest relative areal underestimate occurs in se-
verely foreshortened regions.  The largest relative
overestimate takes place in radar shadow - excluded
here, as an absolute comparison would then be appro-
priate.  The maxima listed in the table derive from
low area regions on the ragged edge of shadow.

2.3 ASAR Ground Range Products
In contrast to the standard ASAR slant range product
types (IMS & APS), ASAR ground range imagery
(IMP, APP, IMM, APM, WSM) all apply antenna
gain pattern compensation during processing (based
on ellipsoid approximations). Such compensation
must first be undone before proper correction using
knowledge of terrain height may be applied. Although
the above ground range products are provided in a
nominally more calibrated form than is the case for
IMS and APS imagery, the necessity for backing out
ellipsoid-based corrections paradoxically makes these
ground range products less amenable to applications
requiring radiometric terrain correction.  We recom-
mend that the ASAR wide swath SLC (WSS) product
currently in development not apply elevation antenna
gain corrections, leaving the choice to the user.

Source:
Local Antenna

Gain [dB]
Local Illumi-

nated Area [dB]
Orbit Beam Min Max Min Max
4685 IS7 -1.28 0.86 -16.9 34.7
7505 IS4 -0.67 0.94 -15.0 37.7
7863 IS1 -3.43 1.45 -12.5 37.8

Table 2 Terrain-induced radiometric errors

-3.4  1.5 dB -0.7  0.9 dB -1.3  0.9 dB
(a) Beam IS1 (b) Beam IS4 (c) Beam IS7

Fig. 3 Radiometric Difference between Ellipsoid and Terrain-based Correction of ASAR elevation AGP for
Beams (a) IS1, (b) IS4, (c) IS7 - Zürich-Lucerne, Switzerland, Descending Geometry



3  Local Resolution Weighting
Past attempts to interpret backscatter values from
mountainous areas [3] have made use of an optimal
resolution approach (ORA), whereby a composite
GTC image is formed by alternately “sourcing” from
ascending or descending passes, choosing on the basis
of the highest available local resolution.  We extend
this methodology by shifting from the logic of Boo-
lean “either/or” choices to fuzzy set theory.
Given a set of P  radiometrically and geometrically
corrected RTC images acquired at diverse incidence
angles (also ascending/descending), the illuminated
areas 
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Ai(E,N) associated with each Easting E  and
Northing N grid sample are known for each image i.
This local illuminated area is inversely proportional
to the local resolution. At each point, images subject
to radar shadow (or outside the acquired region) are
discarded, leaving M potential contributors   
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γ1
0KγM

0 .
At each grid location, the weight 

€ 

Wi  for each con-
tributor image i, and the composite backscatter value
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γ c
0 are:
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In flat areas, contributions from images with rela-
tively high resolution receive higher weights than
sources with poor resolution. Using the above formu-
lation, that is also true for hilly/mountainous areas.
An example of a composite backscatter image with
contributions from descending IS2/IS4/IS6/IS7 and
ascending IS1/IS6 passes is shown in Fig. 4 .  Note
how the western and eastern shores of the Urnersee
(SE portion of Lake Lucerne), subject to severe fore-
shortening and layover, exhibit no such disturbances
in the composite, as the effects have been removed via
inverse area weighting. Such composite images pro-
vide normalised backscatter at the optimal spatial
resolution available for a region, clarifying thematic
interpretation (e.g. forest/non-forest classification) bet-
ter than individual GTC or RTC products.

4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated how rigorous interpretation of
the radar equation enables improved radiometric nor-
malisation. Compensation for local antenna gain and
illuminated area requires a more sophisticated model
than local incidence angle calculation based on an el-
lipsoid or even the local DEM slope. Although ter-
rain-induced effects on local antenna gain and illumi-
nated area are both significant, the magnitude of the
latter is far larger. We recommend that SAR level 1
products maximise user choice concerning application
of antenna gain corrections. A method for combining
multiple RTC images to provide the best available
local resolution has been presented and demonstrated.
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